
About Olle Svensk

Olle Svensk make music within the field off what commonly is referred 
to as dark ambient, soundscapes and drones.

Olle Svensk try, within his work, to catch a feeling of the unknown, uni-
dentified, indefinite. A sense of uncertainty of what’s to come. Not nec-
essarily insecure, more a thrilling lust to explore the unknown. Un-
knowingly off what you may find, you may step into the realms of the 
soundscapes and atmospheres. Sometimes it will be pleasant, some-
times frightening. Just like stepping into your own unconsciousness.

Pitroghucy

As we step in to the music of Pitroghucy, we also step in to empty fac-
tories, deserted warehouses and isolated buildings. Inspired by these 
abandoned places Olle Svensk has created a piece off work that brings 
the listener on an urban exploration in sound. What may we find in the 
dark? Which creatures dwell amongst the debris? Who might we meet 
deep in these tunnels? Might it be ourselves? Is it our own subconsiu-
osness, spawning from deep inside our minds?

"Early in the mornings when I´m walking to my job I use to listen to 
music in my mp3 player. One morning when I listened to Pitroghucy by 
Olle Svensk, something unusual happened. I walked the wrong way! 
The cause might be that I was tired, and that I´m used to walk the 
same road several times, but that´s not all there was to it. A reason 
might also be the music. I lost myself in the music in a mediative con-
dition, my body walked by itself while my present was in Pitroghucy 
dark geography. This has never happened to me before, and I think 
this occurrence explain what kind of intense music Olle Svensk suc-
cessfully has created"
-Markus Åberg, TLHOTRA 

Net release through TLHOTRA
(http://twolefthandsontworightarms.atspace.com/)
Total playing time: 60:58

Releases

Appart from the nearly 50 pieces on the website Olle Svensk has re-
leased  Arfihorpotis, a CD-r and Pitroghucy, a net release through 
TLHOATRA. He also appears on two compilations, one though Cat-
Damm and one through TLHOTRA. His work has also appeared in a 
short film by Mikko Linnemann and on a remix album by Photophob.

More information

For more information please visit http://funkis.anulaibar.com or 
email olle@funkis.org

Enjoy!

Quotes

“The work (Arfihorpotis) is an exam-
ple of drone music, but one that 
goes from the quieter moments to 
louder parts, and doesn't necessar-
ily stay on one particular stance. 
From the opening metallic rumble 
(with lots of reverb) the work shifts 
back down into the depths of slowly 
developing tones and drones. 
Sometimes things move very slowly 
and nothing seems to be happening, 
but that creates at the same time a 
hypnotic effect, without leaping into 
boredom.”
- Frans deWaard Vital Weekly

“Funkis' music is very similar to my 
own music. It's very creepy and 
dark. Extremely cinematic. You 
might want to listen with the lights 
on…”
- http://bpgisme.com/basestation/

“Very taken aback by your sonic 
prowess, you're a true experimen-
talist good sir, I've listened to many 
artists, that use the repetitious 
static, slowly delay of evolving 
pads,ect, ect, and they call it ambi-
ent/industrial/whateverblablageayj 
but you my friend have really put 
some faith into the genre. Your 
work is quite evolving, and rather 
invocative of strange emotions and 
thought processes.
  Basically i wanted to say: Great 
Work!”
- Brandon Dai Cahal
[A Field of Black Orchids]

“What can I say which hasn't al-
ready been said before. Thank you, 
I am truely honored to be here. The 
site is masterful, and the music is 
awe inspiring…”
- D`Void of Compassion

“Really stunning music - I like what 
you do! Dark and deep, made me 
feel cold and scared on a hot sunny 
day!”
- Regolith

“Your sonic manipulations with sam-
ples and fieldrecording is really im-
pressive!”
- Szymon Tankiewicz

“Brilliant and detailed sound re-
searches …”
- sator absentia


